Specifications:

Appearance:

Clear Liquid

Odor:

Mint and butyl

Boiling Point:

Not determined

Vapor Density:

>1

pH:

12—13

Flash Point:

< 63 C

DOT Shipping Class:

55

Shipping Weight:

Case = 32 lbs.

Specific Gravity:

1.035 g/ml

Solubility:

Complete in water

Coverage Rate:

Stick-M-Up Concentrate
Available in 4x1 Gallon Cases Only

250 - 500 sq. ft. over carpet
400-1000 sq. ft over glue

% Volatile/volume: 87
HMIS Rating:

2-2-0

Shelf Life:

2 years

STICK-M-UP CONCENTRATE is a specially formulated carpet and carpet adhesive remover. STICK-M-UP CONCENTRATE allows for quick removal of glued down carpet and
acrylic, latex and pressure sensitive adhesives from concrete, terrazzo, ceramic tile and other surfaces. It is designed to soften carpet adhesive so that carpet may be
easily removed and to allow for easy scrape removal of
the carpet adhesive. STICK-M-UP CONCENTRATE is water
based, contains no petroleum distillates, has a low odor
and low VOC.
Read and understand material safety data sheet when using this product.

DOT Shipping Name: UN1760, CORROSIVE LIQUID, N.O.S. (CONTAINS SODIUM METASILICATE &
ETHANOLAMINE) 8, PGII

DOT Hazard Label: CORROSIVE

Twin-Chemicals
Atlanta, Georgia
(800) 442-4958
(770) 924-6147 fax
www.twinchemicals.com

To Remove Adhesive From Substrate (where floor covering has already been removed)
Dilute STICK-M-UP CONCENTRATE with 4 parts water, hot water is preferable and will speed up removal
process. Spray, pour or mop solution onto the adhesive making sure to completely cover the area to be
worked. The floor area should not be allowed to dry. Make sure that “high areas” in the working area are
kept wet. Allow at least 20 minutes dwell time before beginning to work the areas. Use scrapers or propane
strippers with Nylo-Grit brushes or similar equipment. Discard removed adhesive and then rinse the floor
with clean water, mop and allow to dry.
To Remove Glued Down Carpet
Dilute STICK-M-UP CONCENTRATE with 4 parts water, hot water is preferable and will speed up removal
process. Cut the carpet into workable sections approximately 2 feet wide, Spray, pour or mop solution onto
the carpet making sure to completely cover the area to be worked. Use a carpet roller or squeegee to help
spread the solution evenly. Allow the solution to dwell for at least 1 hour. If possible allow the solution to
work overnight. If leaving the solution over night, cover the work area with plastic sheeting to prevent excessive evaporation. Pull up carpet sections by hand and immediately begin scrapping away residual adhesive.
Once the residual adhesive is removed, rinse and mop with clean water and allow to dry.
To Remove Sheet Vinyl
Dilute STICK-M-UP CONCENTRATE with 4 parts water, hot water is preferable and will speed up removal
process. Cut the sheet vinyl into workable sections approximately 2 feet wide. Pull up wear layer. Spray,
pour or mop solution onto the sheet vinyl backing making sure to completely cover the area to be worked.
Allow the solution to dwell for at least one hour. Do not allow the floor area to dry. Remove backing and
adhesive with scraper. Once residual adhesive is removed, rinse and mop with clean water and allow to dry.

